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ABSTRACT
Microlensing events can be used to directly measure the masses of single field stars
to a precision of ∼1-10%. The majority of direct mass measurements for stellar and sub-
stellar objects typically only come from observations of binary systems. Hence microlensing
provides an important channel for direct mass measurements of single stars. The Gaia
satellite has observed ∼1.7 billion objects, and analysis of the second data release has
recently yielded numerous event predictions for the next few decades. However, the Gaia
catalog is incomplete for nearby very-low-mass objects such as brown dwarfs for which mass
measurements are most crucial. We employ a catalog of very-low-mass objects from Pan-
STARRS data release 1 (PDR1) as potential lens stars, and we use the objects from Gaia
data release 2 (GDR2) as potential source stars. We then search for future microlensing
events up to the year 2070. The Pan-STARRS1 objects are first cross-matched with GDR2
to remove any that are present in both catalogs. This leaves a sample of 1,718 possible
lenses. We fit MIST isochrones to the Pan-STARRS1, AllWISE and 2MASS photometry
to estimate their masses. We then compute their paths on the sky, along with the paths of
the GDR2 source objects, until the year 2070, and search for potential microlensing events.
Source-lens pairs that will produce a microlensing signal with an astrometric amplitude
of greater than 0.131 mas, or a photometric amplitude of greater than 0.4 mmag, are
retained.
Key words: gravitational lensing: micro – methods: data analysis – catalogs – astrometry
– stars: fundamental parameters
1. Introduction
As a compact massive object moves close to the line-of-sight with a back-
ground source star, due to either parallax and/or proper motion, the observer
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will start to view two distorted and magnified images of the source (Einstein
1915; Einstein 1936; Liebes 1964; Refsdal 1964). The two images are gen-
erally unresolvable with current observing facilities. The observed global
source magnification is termed photometric microlensing (Beaulieu et al.
2006), and the observed deflection of the apparent location of the source
centroid is termed astrometric microlensing (Sahu et al. 2017).
When the distances to the source and the lens are already known, the
mass of the lensing object may be determined by observing the astrometric
signal alone. However, observation of both the photometric and astromet-
ric signals when present provides even stronger lens mass constraints. The
mass estimates derived from observations of microlensing events are inde-
pendent of any assumptions about the internal stellar physics, and they pro-
vide an opportunity to measure the masses of single stars for which so few
measurements exist. While photometric microlensing events are routinely
observed by, e.g., the Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE,
Udalski 2003; Udalski, Szymański, and Szymański 2015; Wyrzykowski et al.
2015) or the Microlensing Observations in Astrophysics survey (MOA, Sumi
et al. 2013), the distances to the source and lens are, however, often difficult
to measure using ground-based observatories.
Gaia data release 2 (GDR2; Prusti et al. 2016; Gaia Collaboration,
Brown et al. 2018) has alleviated this problem by providing exceptionally
precise measurements of parallax and proper motions for more than ∼1.3
billion stars over the whole sky. This has been exploited by Bramich (2018)
and Bramich and Nielsen (2018) to predict 76 and 2,509 microlensing events,
respectively, during the next decade and until the end of the 21st century.
However, GDR2 is by no means complete in terms of optically faint, very
red, nearby targets with high proper motions. Gaia Collaboration, Brown et
al. (2018) estimate that ∼ 17% of stars with proper motion > 0.6′′yr−1 are
missing in GDR2. Nearby very-low-mass (VLM) objects such as late M-, L-
and T-type dwarfs fall into this category.
VLM objects are particularly interesting for exoplanet searches (e.g.,
the MEarth project; Irwin et al. 2015) as they are amenable to follow-up
investigations by moderate-sized telescopes. In the event that an exoplanet
host produces one or more microlensing events, its mass may be measured,
which in turn provides estimates of the masses of any orbiting companions.
Moreover, estimating the masses of VLM objects is especially important as
these ultra-cool dwarfs straddle the divide between stars and giant planets,
and thus provide constraints for stellar evolutionary models and classification
efforts for the lower part of the main sequence (e.g., Burrows, Sudarsky, and
Hubeny 2006; Burgasser, Burrows, and Kirkpatrick 2006).
Here we use a sample of VLM objects compiled by Best, Magnier, et al.
(2018), which were observed during the Pan-STARRS1 3pi survey (Kaiser
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et al. 2010; Chambers et al. 2016). This sample of VLM objects is used as
a catalog of lenses while the GDR2 is used as a catalog of sources, in order
to predict potential future microlensing events over the whole sky up until
the year 2070.
2. Methods
Predicting microlensing events essentially requires one to compute the
future paths of the stars in the VLM sample, and compare these to the
future paths of the stars in GDR2. This is obviously a computationally
intensive task considering the enormity of the GDR2, even when compared
to a relatively modest sample of VLM objects in the PDR1. We therefore
take a multi-step approach to minimize the number of source-lens pairs that
we need to consider in detail. The methods used to identify source-lens
pairs from the VLM sample and from GDR2 that could potentially lead
to microlensing events follow those described in Bramich (2018). Hence we
only cover the methods in detail where necessary, and we refer the reader to
Bramich (2018) if further information is required.
2.1. VLM objects in Pan-STARRS1 DR1 as lenses
The VLM sample by Best, Magnier, et al. (2018) comprises almost all
of the currently known L0-T2 dwarf stars and also includes some additional
late M-dwarf stars as well; although the M-dwarf sample is incomplete.
The catalog of VLM objects contains astrometry and photometry for
9,888 stars. The photometry is available in the following passbands: Pan-
STARRS11 g , r , i , z and y ; 2MASS J , H , and Ks ; AllWISE W1 , W2 ,
W3 , and W4 ; and the Gaia G-band. Note that not all stars have photo-
metric measurements in all passbands. We use the broad-band photometry
along with isochrone fitting to provide an initial estimate of the stellar mass,
which is used to identify source-lens pairs that have the potential to produce
microlensing events (see below). Figure 1 shows a color-magnitude diagram
of a selection of the VLM objects along with a subsample from GDR2. A
small fraction of the VLM objects from PDR1 do not have photometry in
the optical passbands, and their NIR photometry is not easily converted into
the Gaia blue (GBP ) and red (GRP ) passbands. We have therefore omitted
these objects from Fig. 1.
Right-ascension, α , and declination, δ , are available for the entire sample
of 9,888 stars (with a different reference epoch for each object). However,
only 9,763 stars have proper motions µα∗ and µδ , and only 9,654 of these
have either a parallax $ measurement (taken from the literature) or a pho-
tometric distance. Best, Magnier et al. (2018) compute the photometric
1Processing Version 3.3
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Figure 1: Color-magnitude diagram in the Gaia GBP , GRP and G bands.
VLM objects from PDR1 are shown in red. Conversions to Gaia passbands
are taken from Jordi et al. (2010); this limits us to only showing objects
that have been observed in gPS1 , rPS1 , and iPS1 (6,157 targets). The
discretization of the MG values most clearly seen above MG ≈ 12.5 mag is
a consequence of the photometric distances (used for computing absolute
magnitudes) being derived from stellar models of discrete spectral types
(Best, Magnier, et al. 2018). Note that none of the VLM lens stars for
which we make predictions in this work have gPS1 -band photometry and so
they are not displayed here. A sub-sample of randomly selected GDR2 stars
are shown in black for reference, following the selection criteria in Section 2
of Gaia Collaboration, Babusiaux (2018).
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distances by comparing the W2 photometry with absolute W2 magnitudes
from absolute magnitude - spectral type polynomials by Dupuy and Liu
(2012). We invert the photometric distances to parallaxes along with their
uncertainties, and incorporated them in the prediction computations in an
identical manner to the directly-measured parallaxes.
We keep the 9,654 stars that have all five astrometric parameters α , δ ,
µα∗ , µδ and $ as our set of potential lens stars.
2.2. GDR2 stars as background sources
For the background source stars, we use exactly the same sample that was
selected from GDR2 in Bramich (2018) (their Section 4.2.3). This sample
consists of 1,366,072,323 stars. Note that GDR2 quantities for the source
stars are corrected; namely, 0.029 mas is added to the parallaxes, and the
uncertainties on the astrometric parameters are inflated by 25% (Bramich
2018).
2.3. Initial source-lens pair selection
We perform the initial source-lens pair selection by computing a conser-
vative upper limit θE,max on the value of the Einstein radius θE for any par-
ticular source-lens pair by assuming a maximum lens mass of Mmax = 2M ,
a maximum lens parallax of $L,max = $L + 3σ[$L] (where σ[$L] is the
uncertainty on the lens parallax $L ), and a source parallax of zero. This
translates into a maximum source-lens angular separation θdet within which
a microlensing signal can be detected by considering the astrometric deflec-
tion and the best astrometric precision achievable by any current observing
facility in a single observation (excluding radio interferometry). The astro-
metric deflection is used as this has a larger range of influence than the
photometric magnification (Dominik and Sahu 2000; Belokurov and Evans
2002). One obtains θdet = θ2E,max/0.030 mas, where 0.030 mas is the bright-
limit along-scan astrometric precision for Gaia (Rybicki et al. 2018; Bramich
2018).
We calculate θdet for each potential lens star. To account (very) conser-
vatively for source and lens motions, and for errors, σ , in the astrometric
parameters, we compute the following quantity for each source-lens (S, L)
pair:
θ′det = θdet + 3σ[α∗ref,S] + 3σ[δref,S]
+TS ( |µα∗,S|+ 3σ[µα∗,S] + |µδ,S|+ 3σ[µδ,S] )
+TL ( |µα∗,L|+ 3σ[µα∗,L] + |µδ,L|+ 3σ[µδ,L] )
+$S + 3σ[$S] +$L + 3σ[$L],
(1)
where αref and δref are the celestial coordinates at the reference epoch. The
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uncertainty on α , as well as the proper motion µα and its uncertainty are
corrected by a factor cosδref for projection effects, denoted by *.
Note that uncertainties on (αref,L, δref,L) are not available in Best, Mag-
nier, et al. (2018) and the relevant terms are therefore not included in the
above expression. TS = 54.5 years is the length of time from the GDR2 ref-
erence epoch J2015.5 until J2070.0, and TL is the length of time from the
PDR1 reference epoch for the star in question until J2070.0. An error on
(αref,L, δref,L) introduces exactly the same error on the closest approach of a
source-lens pair. Chambers et al. (2016) estimate an error of ∼ 2 mas on the
PDR1 αref,L and δref,L . Errors of this magnitude may change the shape of
the photometric and astrometric signals, but we do not expect a significant
impact on their amplitudes.
We reject all source-lens pairs for which the angular distance between
their coordinates at their respective reference epochs exceeds θ′det . This
leaves 27,966 source-lens pairs, with 6,157 unique lenses, for further con-
sideration.
2.4. Removing source-lens pairs for stars in both PDR1 and GDR2
It is expected that some objects from PDR1 are also present in GDR2.
This raises the issue that some of the lenses in our lens sample may be
inadvertently paired with a source from GDR2 that is in fact the same star.
Bramich (2018) and Bramich and Nielsen (2018) have already performed
an analysis of GDR2 as a catalog of both source and lens objects. Hence
any lens star from our sample that is also in GDR2 has already been fully
considered for producing microlensing events.
To avoid this issue, and further reduce the number of possible source-
lens pairs that we need to consider, we initially compute the distance D
between the source and the lens in each source-lens pair using the astrometric
parameter differences ∆α∗ref , ∆δref , ∆µα∗ , ∆µδ , ∆$ . Here α and δ for
the lens stars have been adjusted using their proper motions and their PDR1
reference epoch to match the Gaia reference epoch of J2015.5. Source-lens
pairs with log(D) < −2 are then rejected. This limit is imposed based on
the clear separation of the computed distances into two well-defined groups
as shown in Fig. 2. In terms of α and δ , this filter corresponds to removing
almost all source-lens pairs that are within 1′′ of each other at J2015.5, i.e.,
that are very likely the same objects. Any remaining pairs with angular
separations of less than 1′′ have differing proper motions and/or parallax.
Stars in comoving or binary pairs are expected to have similar proper motion,
parallax, and location, and so should be removed by this filtering. From this
filtering step, we are left with 23,253 source-lens pairs with 1,718 unique
lenses.
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Figure 2: Five dimensional distances between Gaia source and Pan-S-
TARRS1 lens pairs. Pairs with a distance log(D) < −2 are assumed to
be either (i) the same object represented in both catalogs, or (ii) members
of a binary or co-moving system.
.
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2.5. Lens mass estimation
To compute a mass estimate for each lens we use the Isochrones (Morton
2015) package2 for Python. This takes a number of photometric observations
in different passbands and finds the best fit stellar model in the MESA
Isochrones & Stellar Tracks grid (MIST; Dotter 2016; Choi et al. 2016).
Here we use all of the available passbands (see above) that Isochrones allows
with the MIST grid. Each fit is done using an MCMC sampler3 (Foreman-
Mackey et al. 2013), and produces a posterior distribution of the mass of
each lens star. We adopt the median of the posterior distribution as the
estimate of the lens mass in each case.
We note that this model grid is not optimal for brown dwarfs, and that
it has a lower mass limit of M = 0.1M , while some of the lenses in our
sample will likely have masses around M ∼ 0.08M . In our fits this produces
a pile-up of best-fit masses immediately above 0.1M . However, even a
∼ 25% error in the mass estimate is still too small to substantially affect
the microlensing predictions presented in this paper. Errors in the mass
estimates do not affect our predictions of when an event will peak. As long
as a predicted event still produces a detectable signal with approximately
the same signal amplitude, then our mass estimates are sufficient.
2.6. Identifying future microlensing events
For each of the 23,253 source-lens pairs from Section 2.4., we perform
1,000 Monte Carlo simulations of the source and lens paths on the sky. Each
simulation is generated as follows:
(i) We draw a set of proper motion and parallax parameters for the lens
star from Gaussian distributions defined by the lens proper motion and
parallax values and their uncertainties. Similarly, for the source star,
we draw a set of astrometric parameters from a multi-variate Gaus-
sian distribution defined by the source astrometric solution parameter
values and their covariance matrix provided in GDR2.
(ii) We use the lens mass estimate ML from Section 2.5., and the lens
and source parallaxes $L and $S , respectively, drawn in step (i), to
calculate the Einstein radius θE :
θE =
√
4GML
c2
($L−$S) (2)
where G is the gravitational constant and c is the speed of light.
2https://github.com/timothydmorton/isochrones
3http://dfm.io/emcee/current/
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(iii) We compute the path of the source relative to the lens for the time
period from the start of the Gaia science observations on 25th July
2014 to 1st January 2070 .
(iv) We compute the lens-to-source flux ratio fL/fS using the faintest lens
magnitude from the Pan-STARRS1 grizy passbands, and the source
G-band magnitude. This minimizes the dilution due to the lens flux
in the unresolved microlensing regime, thus maximizing the expected
microlensing signals when performing follow-up observations with only
the grizy filters available (see Eq. 8 and 12 in Bramich 2018). We
also adopt Gaia’s resolution of 103 mas (Fabricius et al. 2016). We
use these values along with the relative path computed in step (iii) to
calculate the amplitudes of the photometric and astrometric lensing sig-
nals in the unresolved (if necessary) and partially-resolved microlensing
regimes (see Section 2 in Bramich 2018).
We then calculate the median amplitude of each of the microlensing
signals over all of the simulations for the source-lens pair. Collecting these
results for the 23,253 source-lens pairs, we reject all source-lens pairs for
which none of the median microlensing signal amplitudes exceed 0.4 mmag
for photometric signals or 0.131 mas for astrometric signals (the same criteria
as used in Bramich (2018) and Bramich and Nielsen (2018)). We also reject
all source-lens pairs for which the epoch t0 of the microlensing event peak
falls outside of the time period 1st January 2018 to 1st January 2070.
The final set of predicted microlensing events consists of 27 events caused
by 16 unique lens stars.
3. Results
Table 1 summarizes our predictions of microlensing events by VLM ob-
jects up to the year 2070, when comparing PDR1 and GDR2. In total 27
events are predicted to occur between 2018 and 2070. We classify the events
in terms of either producing a photometric event (P) or not (-), and pro-
ducing either a high- or low-amplitude astrometric event (HA or LA). The
classification is made based on the probability that a source-lens pair will
produce either a photometric amplification of the source above 0.4 mmag
for P events, a source deflection above 0.3 mas for HA events, or a source
deflection between 0.131 and 0.3 mas for LA events. The probability is
derived from the Monte Carlo simulations in Section 2.6., where we require
that at least 2.3% (photometric) and 50% (astrometric) of the simulations
exceed the respective thresholds for a classification to be made. Note that
all of our predicted P events are also astrometric events, 9 of them are HA
events, while the remaining 3 are just below the limit of 0.3 mas and are
therefore classified as LA events.
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Table 1: Predicted microlensing events ordered by epoch of the event peak.
Microlensing Events (ME) are named in continuation of the events presented
in Bramich (2018). Discovery IDs are the identification name given for the
initial discovery of the lens object (as given by Best, Magnier, et al. 2018).
The details of each event are given with uncertainties in Tables 2-7. We clas-
sify the events into a combination of three categories: photometric (P); high-
-amplitude astrometric events (HA); and low-amplitude astrometric events
(LA).
Peak Epoch Discovery ID Event Event Source
(Julian year) ID Name Type G-mag.
2019.45 vB 10 ME90 -/HA 20.82
2021.31 2MASS J05441150-2433018 ME94 -/LA 18.67
2022.87 vB 10 ME101 -/LA 19.80
2025.40 vB 10 ME100 -/LA 19.77
2026.44 vB 10 ME89 -/HA 19.36
2027.07 vB 10 ME84 P/HA 20.29
2030.37 GJ 1245B ME103 -/LA 15.61
2032.10 LSR J0011+5908 ME93 -/LA 20.13
2033.81 WISE J200050.19+362950.1 ME88 P/HA 19.10
2036.42 vB 10 ME99 -/LA 20.79
2036.93 VVV BD001 ME82 P/HA 20.81
2043.84 WISE J192841.35+235604.9 ME87 P/HA 19.01
2043.87 GJ 1245B ME91 -/HA 17.08
2044.72 PSO J076.7092+52.6087 ME77 P/HA 18.69
2045.78 DENIS-P J0751164-253043 ME81 P/LA 20.94
2051.71 2MASS J15485834-1636018 ME96 -/LA 19.67
2052.52 WISEA J053257.29+041842.5 ME78 P/LA 17.47
2053.76 VVV BD001 ME98 -/LA 17.13
2055.35 vB 10 ME86 P/HA 19.64
2056.08 2MASS J05591914-1404488 ME79 P/HA 20.00
2057.59 LHS 3003 ME95 -/LA 20.88
2061.19 2MASS J18284076+1229207 ME83 P/HA 17.80
2062.26 WISE J070159.79+632129.2 ME80 P/LA 20.57
2063.28 vB 10 ME102 -/LA 20.40
2064.92 VVV BD001 ME97 -/LA 17.90
2065.74 vB 10 ME85 P/HA 20.08
2068.37 LSPM J2158+6117 ME92 -/HA 17.37
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Appendix A shows how the predicted microlensing events are expected
to unfold and the details of each event are listed in Appendix B. Note that
LA events are not included in the appendices, but are available in the online
material4.
Out of the 16 unique lenses for which we make predictions, 9 are present
in GDR2 (see Appendix B). However, likely due to the fact that they are very
faint in the Gaia G-passband, they fail the selection criteria for source stars
adopted by Bramich (2018) and based on the noise and precision criteria
presented by Gaia Collaboration, Brown, et al. (2018). They therefore
do not appear in the set of predictions by Bramich (2018) and Bramich &
Nielsen (2018).
Below we describe a few noteworthy lens stars that will each produce
more than one event in the coming decades.
3.1. vB 10
The M8 dwarf star vB 10 (van Biesbroeck 1944) is the most prolific
producer of lensing events, with a total of 9 predicted events (ME84-ME86,
ME89-ME90, ME99-ME102), the earliest of which (ME90) will peak in 2019,
starting mid-2018. Three of these events are P/HA events, and two of these
events are -/HA events. The remaining events are -/LA events, and so they
will be more difficult to observe. The large number of events is mainly due
to the lens star’s relative proximity to Earth (∼ 5.95 pc), and therefore also
its high proper motion (∼ 1488mas/yr), combined with its location in the
crowded Galactic plane.
Pravdo and Shaklan (2009) suggested that this star might harbor a sub-
stellar companion. However, this was later shown not to be the case (Bean
et al. 2010; Anglada-Escudé et al. 2010; Lazorenko et al. 2011). Observa-
tions of the microlensing events present an additional opportunity to detect
potential orbiting companion objects.
It should be noted that vB 10 is a component of the multiple-star system
WDS J19169+0510 ( 5 ) (Mason et al. 2001). The orbital motions of multiple-
star systems are not taken into account in our predictions, and as such they
may not be accurate far in the future if the orbital period is comparatively
short. Despite the vigorous follow-up observations of vB 10 reported in the
literature, we were unable to find estimates of the orbital period for the WDS
J19169+0510 system. However, based on the parallax (0.168′′ ) and angular
separation (74′′ ) van Biesbroeck (1961) estimated an orbital separation of
∼ 440AU between vB 10 and the primary HD 180617. Assuming masses of
4Hosted by the CDS at http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR
5The primary component, HD 180617, is an M3 dwarf star which is shown by Bramich
and Nielsen (2018) to undergo a total of 29 microlensing events up to the end of the 21st
century.
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MA ≈ 0.45M (Linsky et al. 1995) and MB . 0.08 (Pravdo and Shaklan
2009), this amounts to a lower limit on the orbital period of ∼ 12,300 years.
We therefore expect our predictions for vB 10 to be accurate for the next
few decades.
3.2. VVV BD001
VVV BD001 is a L5 brown dwarf (Beamin et al. 2013), at a distance of
17.54pc and a proper motion of 640mas/yr . Despite its likely very low mass
and low proper motion compared to vB 10, this star will cause three events
(ME82, ME97, ME98). One of these events (ME82) is a potential photomet-
ric event in 2036. Apart from yielding a high precision mass measurement
for a brown dwarf, this event could probe for planetary companions.
3.3. GJ 1245B
GJ 1245B is a flaring M6 dwarf (Giclas, Burnham, and Thomas 1967;
Rodono, Ciatti, and Vittone 1980), and so is relatively massive compared
to the other stars for which we predict microlensing events. Likewise it
is relatively bright with an apparent V-band magnitude of mV ∼ 14 . One
would therefore expect this to already have been observed by Gaia. However,
likely due to its high proper motion (596.4mas/yr) this star appears to
have been missed from GDR2. This star will cause two events (ME91 and
ME103), one of which we classify as a -/HA event. ME91 is interesting in
that it will produce multiple peaks over a range of years.
GJ 1245B is the wide tertiary component of a triple system (G208-44 A
and B / G208-45). To our knowledge the only estimate of an orbital period
comes from Harrington, Dahn, and Guetter (1974), who state that it may
be between 400−700 years. Our predictions suggest GJ 1245B will undergo
microlensing events in 2030 and 2043. Since the time until the predicted
events are a significant fraction of the estimated orbital period of the star,
our predictions of the characteristics of the events may not be accurate.
However, we expect that at least the -/HA event in 2043 will still produce
a measurable deflection of the source star, as this effect falls off slowly with
angular distance from the lens.
4. Discussion & Conclusions
We present predictions of 27 microlensing events by VLM objects that
will occur within the next 50 years. Of these, 13 will very likely be high
amplitude astrometric events that we expect to be observable by current and
future space based observatories. The remaining 14 events will likely require
very high precision observations like those from the Gaia mission. A total
of 12 are simultaneously photometric and astrometric events.
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The lensing objects found in this work are primarily very late M-dwarfs
or brown dwarfs, and so they have either not been observed by Gaia or the
astrometric parameters are considered unreliable as per Gaia Collaboration,
Brown, et al. (2018). However, the Pan-STARRS1 survey provides astrome-
try of sufficient precision to allow for predictions for the next several decades
when compared against the Gaia catalog as sources. While future releases of
Gaia data may improve on these measurements, in which case they should
likely be favored over the ground-based Pan-STARRS1 observations, many
VLM objects will likely remain unobserved by Gaia. This, combined with
the continued discoveries of VLM objects by surveys such as Pan-STARRS1
itself, will allow us to make many more predictions of future microlensing
events.
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A Event paths and expected signals
B Event details
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Figure 3: Microlensing events ME77-ME80 that exhibit both photometric
and astrometric signals. In all panels, five curves are plotted with the col-
ors yellow, red, black, blue, and cyan. Each curve corresponds to the 2.3,
15.9, 50, 84.1, and 97.7 percentiles, respectively, of the results of the Monte
Carlo simulations performed in Section 2.6. after they have been ordered by
increasing u0 . Left-hand panels: Path of the source star relative to the lens
star. The Einstein ring is shown as a solid circle of radius θE centered on the
lens position. The resolution of Gaia (dashed circle) is indicated as a circle
of radius 103 mas centered on the lens position. Middle left-hand panels:
Time-evolution of the normalized source-lens separation u . Middle right–
hand panels: Time-evolution of the photometric signals 2.5log(A) (mag;
unresolved regime) and 2.5log(A1) (mag; partially-resolved regime). The
horizontal black line indicates the photometric precision limit of 0.4 mmag.
Right-hand panels: Time-evolution of the astrometric signals δmic (unre-
solved regime) and θ2 (partially-resolved regime). The horizontal black line
indicates the astrometric precision limit of 0.131 mas.
16 A. A.
Figure 4: Microlensing events ME81-ME84 that exhibit both photometric
and astrometric signals. The format of the figure is the same as in Figure 3.
Vol. 58 17
Figure 5: Microlensing events ME85-ME88 that exhibit both photometric
and astrometric signals. The format of the figure is the same as in Figure 3.
18 A. A.
Figure 6: Microlensing events ME89-ME92 that exhibit only astrometric
signals. The format of the figure is the same as in Figure 3, excluding the
panels displaying the photometric signals.
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